
New products AW23



1170 Metropole Velvet 
Gauge: 4,0 mm
Material: 18-10 stainless steel

The Metropole is a model with long, slender lines and a sloping handle at the bottom. The design is 
based on contemporary city architecture and has a modern appearance. It is made of 18-10 
stainless steel with a unique velvet finish that mimics the soft feeling of a real velvet fabric. This 
visually captivating effect gives a luxurious look and feel. 

12x Table Knife
12x Table Fork
12x Table Spoon
12x Medium Teaspoon
12x Dessert Knife
12x Dessert Fork
12x Dessert Spoon
12x Mocca Spoon
12x Cake Fork
12x Iced Teaspoon

1170V1B000305
1170V1B000320
1170V1B000325
1170V1B000375
1170V1B000335
1170V1B000340
1170V1B000345
1170V1B000380
1170V1B000390
1170V1B000400

• Leadtime: 5 weeks 
after order

Stainless steel Example Velvet finish



1114 Soprano Copper
Gauge: 4,0 mm
Material: 18/0 stainless steel

A cutlery with a clean design that stands out for its modernity and slim lines. It is made of 18/0 
stainless steel with a copper PVD finish, which brings a contemporary look to the table. Soprano 
combines elegance and style with a unique design that is very pleasant to hold and therefore eat 
with.

12x Table Knife
12x Table Fork
12x Table Spoon
12x Medium Teaspoon

1114AEB000305
1114AEB000320
1114AEB000325
1114AEB000375

• On stock

Copper



1114 Soprano Black/Gold  
Gauge: 4,0 mm
Material: 18/0 stainless steel

A cutlery with a clean design that stands out for its modernity and slim lines. It is made of 18/0 
stainless steel with a two-tone PVD finish. A high gloss gold top and a satin black handle, which 
brings a contemporary look to the table. Soprano combines elegance and style with a unique 
design that is very pleasant to hold and therefore eat with.

12x Table Knife
12x Table Fork
12x Table Spoon
12x Medium Teaspoon

1114DAB000305
1114DUB000320
1114DUB000325
1114DUB000375

• On stock

Black/Gold



8051 Sierra
Gauge: 3 mm
Material: 18-10 stainless steel

One of our newest cutlery gems is Sierra, a refined and elegant model with round shapes and fine 
hammering that brings an extra bit of glam to the table. Sierra is made of premium 18-10 stainless 
steel with a high gloss finish. 

12x Table Knife
12x Table Fork
12x Table Spoon
12x Dessert Knife
12x Dessert Fork
12x Dessert Spoon
12x Medium Teaspoon
12x Mocca Spoon
12x Cake Fork

805123B000305
805123B000320
805123B000325
805123B000335
805123B000340
805123B000345
805123B000375
805123B000380
805123B000390

• On stock

Stainless steel Fine hammering



8330 Venus
Gauge: 3 mm
Material: 18-10 stainless steel

Amefa’s cutlery model Venus combines a classic shape with a contemporary look and feel. It is 
made of 18-10 stainless steel and has a thickness of 3mm.  

The 24-pc Venus cutlery set is featured in a giftbox with open window display.

12x Table Knife
12x Table Fork
12x Table Spoon
12x Dessert Knife
12x Dessert Fork
12x Dessert Spoon
12x Medium Teaspoon
12x Mocca Spoon
12x Cake Fork

833000B000305
833000B000320
833000B000325
833000B000335
833000B000340
833000B000345
833000B000375
833000B000380
833000B000390

• On stock

Stainless steel



8340 Orphee
Gauge: 3,5 mm
Material: 18-10 stainless steel

Cutlery model Orphee is stylish to the max. With it’s sleek lines, curved knife and shininess due to the 
18-10 stainless steel, it is a real eyecatcher on the table, whether it’s a more modern or classic table 
setting. 

12x Table Knife
12x Table Fork
12x Table Spoon
12x Dessert Knife
12x Dessert Fork
12x Dessert Spoon
12x Medium Teaspoon
12x Mocca Spoon
12x Cake Fork

834000B000305
834000B000320
834000B000325
834000B000335
834000B000340
834000B000345
834000B000375
834000B000380
834000B000390

• On stock

Stainless steel



4950 Arizona steak knife
Arizona is a versatile steak knife that will find its place in pizzerias, bistros, steakhouses, 
indoor and outdoor restaurants.

The knife has a pleasing, authentic design with brass rivets. The pakkawood handle is 
dishwasher-safe, so this knife will last for years to come. Ergonomically designed, this 
knife fits perfectly in your hand thanks to the balanced construction of the blade and 
handle.

Steak knife 495015B000113

Brass rivets

Pakkawood handle

Alternating micro serrated blade
(Cuts the meat cleanly without tearing it)

13/0 steel

Corbin shape

• On stock



2550 Achille ABS black
Achille is a steak knife that offers unmatched cutting performance and excellent 
balance. Its matt black ABS handle is extremely strong and scratch resistant. Its 
alternating micro serrated blade cuts cleanly, precisely and effortlessly. A knife with 
rounded lines that combines aesthetics, comfort in the hand and durability over time.

Achille Black steak knife 2550A1B000113

• Available in November 
2023

Stainless-steel 
rivets Matt black ABS handle

Alternating micro serrated blade
(Cuts the meat cleanly without tearing it)

Slightly curved handle and soft sides for a
comfortable grip

3Cr14* steel
Satin finish

Full tang handle 
(strength and balance)



2550 Achille pakkawood
Achille is a steak knife offering unrivalled cutting performance and excellent balance. 
Its pakkawood handle is dishwasher-safe. Its alternating micro-serrated blade ensures a 
clean, precise and effortless cut. A knife with rounded lines combining aesthetic 
appeal, comfort in the hand and durability over time.

Achille pakkawood steak knife 255015B000113

• On stock

Stainless-steel
rivets Pakkawood handle

Solid welded 
stainless-steel 

bolster

Alternating micro serrated blade
(Cuts the meat cleanly without tearing it)

Slightly curved handle and soft sides for a
comfortable grip

3Cr14* steel
Satin finish

Full tang handle 
(strength and balance)



R166 Sense steak knife
Full stainless-steel steak knife. Featuring a generously sized handle engraved with small 
studs for a comfortable grip, Sense is perfectly balanced and lays comfortable in your 
hand. Its blade is made of high-quality steel, with a smooth cutting edge for a clean, 
precise cut.

Sense steak knife R16600MB02BR4

• On stock

430 steel handle

Smooth blade

Teflon coating (black) + pins

Richardson Sheffield marking

3Cr14 steel blade

Weighted handle for hand balance
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